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Readers are spending  46% more time on news sites

Social Media usage is up double digits
in the last 2 weeks

There is a 20% increase in TV viewership
(Traditional, Linear and Streaming)

CURRENT MEDIA OUTLOOK
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WHAT’S CHANGED?

Statista 2020

Respondents who said their usage of a digital platform
would increase or decrease due to the coronavirus
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WHAT’S CHANGED? (SEARCH)

The Good News
• Google search ad CTRs have 

increased by 10%

• Google search ad CPCs have 

decreased by 15%

• Possible Consideration For You: 
“Is ___ Open Today”, “Will ___ Be 
Open Tomorrow”



GOOGLE SHOPPING DETAILS



“Normal” Advertising Is The Only One To See Disapproval Ratings Climb Towards 20%

Brands providing practical information/tips which 
help people to deal with the situation

SHOPPERS APPROVE MOST OF
BRANDS WHO ARE PRECIEVED TO HELP

eMarketer 2020

57% 32%

Strongly Approve Somewhat Approve

89%

Brands running advertising which shows how they are 
responding to coronavirus or helping customers 40% 42% 82%

Brands contacting customers (e.g. via email) to let 
them know how they are responding to coronavirus 40% 39% 79%

Brands providing funny/light-hearted videos or 
content to entertain people 33% 44% 77%

Brands suspending their normal factory production to 
help produce essential supplies 42% 35% 77%

Brands running promotions/offers/loyalty perks for 
customers 37% 38% 75%

Brands continuing to sell non-essential 
products via their website 23% 37% 60%

Brands running “normal” advertising campaigns 
(unrelated to the current situation) 17% 35% 52%



WHAT CAN WE DO?

REACH YOUR CUSTOMER WHEN THEY
CAN’T PHYSICALLY REACH YOU:
q Website Updates

q Live Chat, Virtual Tours, FaceTime & Zoom

q Email, Direct Mail & Telephone Calls

q Relevant Social & Digital Advertising

q Facebook & Instagram Live Events

q YouTube Videos



CONFIDENCE > URGENCY

Sales is at its best when helping customers to succeed.
Now more than ever your priority should be supporting

your customers, not trying to make a sale. 

q Delivery Is Safe & Convenient 

q How Can We Be Hassle-free

q Consultation Available (In Person Or Virtually)

q Be Proactive, Address Issues Head-on And Stay Positive



EMPLOYEES
q Maintain hand washing, social 

distancing, and other applicable 
personal hygiene measures 
while at work.

q Encourage staying home when 
they are experiencing 
symptoms / incentivize this by 
providing paid sick leave.

q Regularly monitor for sick 
employees and encourage self-
quarantine for other employees 
they may have encountered. 

DELIVERY
q Follow “EMPLOYEE” guidance 

noted on this slide. Plus…

q Include hand sanitizer in delivery 
trucks and encourage use before 
and after each delivery.

q Provide multiple pairs of booties 
and encourage them to discard 
after each delivery.

q Require threshold-only delivery 
in the short term (door or garage 
drop off).

q Suspend mattress exchanges in 
the short term (long term 
guidance TBD).

SURFACES
q Leverage disposable covers for 

mattresses and pillows and 
discard after each use.

q Disinfect all high-touch items 
(mattress, pillow, POP, remotes, 
door handles, phones, desks, 
bathrooms, etc.) between each 
use based on CDC guidelines and 
testing for colorfastness 
conducted by our R&D team.

q Conduct daily deep cleaning 
across store from “over and 
above” cleaning crew, which 
would include dry 
cleaning/washing Tempur-Pedic 
covers. 

q Develop and follow a specific 
visit-by-visit/hour-by-hour 
cleaning checklists. 

SHOPPERS
q Encourage them to research 

online, remote consultations to 
limit physical interaction in store.

q Provide them with protective 
items when entering store 
including hand sanitizers, wipes, 
shoe covers, masks, gloves, etc. 

q Limit their physical interaction 
with RSAs by avoiding 
handshakes, unnecessary 
handling of demo materials, and 
by being mindful at checkout.

q Limit their physical interaction 
with other shoppers by setting 
appointments online, limiting 
the number of shoppers in each 
area, and/or adopting early 
shopping hours for elderly.

BEST PRACTICES FOR BACK TO BUSINESS


